
















OF  ASYMMETRY  EFFECTS  )N  ALL  SAMPLES  THE  TEMPERATURE 
DEPENDENCE OF THE ST NEIGHBOR DISTANCE RESULTS IS DIFFERENT 
FROM THAT OF THE MACROCRYST COUNTERPART )N THE LARGEST SIZE 
SAMPLES  A  REDUCTION  OF  THE  THERMAL  EXPANSION  WAS  FOUND 
WHEREAS  IN  THE  SMALLEST  ONES  THE  PRESENCE  OF  A  CROSSOVER 
FROM  AN  INITIAL  THERMAL  EXPANSION  TO  A  THERMAL  CONTRACTION 

















OF  THE  DIVERGENCES  REGARDING  THE  WAY  THE  EQUIPMENTS  ARE 
USED  AND  REGARDING  THE  INTERPRETATION  OF  THE  RESULTS  4HE 
ACTUAL STUDY AIMS IN MAKING A COMPARISON BETWEEN BOTH THE 
VALUES OBTAINED BY 82& SPECTROMETRY AND THE MEASUREMENTS 
CARRIED  OUT  ON  MICROG  CROSSSECTIONS  THE  LAST  METHOD 







4HE  OXIDATION  OF  BENZYL  ALCOHOL  TO  BENZALDEHYDE  OVER 
DIFFERENT  SUPPORTED  GOLD  CATALYSTS  IN  SUPERCRITICAL  CARBON 






SUPPORTS  AND  PREPARATION  METHODS  FOR  THE  CATALYSTS  WERE 






A  CORRESPONDING  ±SOLVENTFREE²  REACTION  WITHOUT  #/  %VEN 
HIGHER  RATES  WERE  FOUND  WHEN  A  #/EXPANDED  PHASE  WAS 
PRESENT -ONITORING OF THE OXIDATION IN A HIGHPRESSURE VIEW 
CELL  VIA  )2  TRANSMISSION  SPECTROSCOPY UNRAVELLED A  SLOWDOWN 
OF  THE  REACTION  RATE  ABOVE    CONVERSION  )N  ADDN 
OCTANOL  AND  GERANIOL  WERE  OXIDIZED  AS  WELL  UNDER  SIMILAR 
CONDITIONS YIELDING CONVERSIONS OF  AND   RESPECIALLY 
WITH  SELECTIVITIES  TOWARDS  OCTANAL  AND  GERANIAL  OF    AND 
 4HUS THE COMBINED APPLICATION OF GOLDBASED CATALYSTS 













'OLD  OR  PALLADIUM  NANOPARTICLES  WITH  AVERAGE  DIAMETER  OF 
  AND    NM  RESPECIALLY  WERE  DEPOSITED  ON  THE  SURFACE 
OF  #E/  4I/  :R/  AND  3I/  POWDER  SUPPORTS  BY 
DEPOSITIONPRECIPITATIONFROM  (!U#L  OR  0D./	  SOLUTIONS 
4HE  SUPPORTS  AND  CATALYSTS  WERE  CHARACTERIZED  BY  . 
ADSORPTION  XRAY  DIFFRACTION  4%-  AND  &4)2  SPECTROSCOPY 
. 7ILLIS  *  'UZMAN  FROM  THE  $EPARTMENT  OF  #HEMICAL  AND 
'OLD "ULLETIN    










FORMATION  OF  BENZENE  AND  PHENOL  AS  BYPRODUCTS  (OWEVER 
WHEN SUPPORTED GOLD IS USED FOR THE REACTION A SELECTIVITY OF 
 TOWARDS BIPHENYL  IS OBTAINED IN ALL CASES EXCEPT WHEN 











PREPARATION  OF  GOLD  CATALYSTS  DUE  TO  THE  AVERAGE  SIZE  AND 
THE  EXCELLENT  ACTIVITY  OF  THE  GOLD  PARTICLES  (  3ONG  '  ,I  8 
7ANG  3 -A#  *IN$ 3UNFROM  THE $EPARTMENT OF #ATALYTICAL 
#HEMISTRY  AND  %NGINEERING  3TATE  +EY  LABORATORY  OF  &INE 
#HEMICALS  $ALIAN  5NIVERSITY  OF  4ECHNOLOGY  $ALIAN  0EOP 
2EP  #HINA  0REPRINTS    !MERICAN  #HEMICAL  3OCIETY  $IVISION 
OF 0ETROLEUM #HEMISTRY  	  ! NEW $0 METHOD 













FORM  ONTO  THE  NANOPOROUS  !U  .0'	  SUBSTRATE  THROUGH  A 
SIMPLE  IMMERSIONELECTRODEPOSITION  )%	  METHOD  FORMING 



















	   -OREOVER GOLD  INTERMEDIATES DO NOT  TEND  TO 
UNDERGO  BETA(  ELIMINATIONS  AND NO  REOXIDANT  IS  REQUIRED 






-ICELLESUPPORTED  !U  COMPOSITES  WITH  A  POLYSTYRENE  CORE 
AND  A  POLYVINYL  PYRIDINE	!U  SHELL  ARE  SYNTHESIZED  USING 
.A"(  TO  REDUCE  A  MIXTUREOF  MICELLE  AND  (!U#L  IN  ACIDIC 




OF  #OLLOID  AND  )NTERFACE  3CIENCE    	    4HE 
TEMPLATE MICELLE WITH  A  POLYSTYRENE  CORE  AND  A  POLYVINYL 
PYRIDINE	 SHELL IS FORMED BY SELFASSEMBLY OF BLOCK COPOLYMER 
POLYSTYRENEBLOCKPOLYVINYL PYRIDINE	 4HE !U NANOPARTICLES 












FOR  LOWTEMPERATURE  WATER  GAS  SHIFT  REACTION4HE  SAMPLES 
WERE  CHARACTERIZED  BY  .  ADSORPTION  ANALYSIS  TEMPERATURE
PROGRAMMED  REDUCTION  82$  PULSE¾OW  #/  CHEMISORPTION 
&4)2  SPECTROSCOPY  AND  HIGHRESOLUTION4%-  &  -ENEGAZZO  & 
0INNA- 3IGNORETTO6 4REVISAN & "OCCUZZI ! #HIORINO - -ANZOLI 
FROM THE $IPARTIMENTO DI #HIMICA 5NIVERSITA DI 6ENEZIA AND 
#ONSORZIO  ).34-6ENICE    )TALY  #HEM3US#HEM   
	  ! REF CATALYST !U4I/ PROVIDED BY THE 7ORLD 'OLD 
#OUNCIL WAS  STUDIED  FOR  COMPARISON #/ CHEMISORPTION AND 













!LTHOUGH  ALUMINASUPPORTED  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  ARE  POOR 
CATALYSTS  FOR  THE  OXIDATION  OF  CARBON  MONOXIDE  THEY  HAVE 
TURNED  OUT  TO  BE  PROMISING  CANDIDATES  FOR  THE  PREFERENTIAL 
OXIDATION OF #/ IN HYDROGENRICH STREAMS 0R/X	 AS HYDROGEN 
APPARENTLY  ENHANCES  THE  #/  OXIDATION  RATE  %  1UINET  & 
-OR½N & $IEHL 0 !VENIER 6 #APS *, 2OUSSET FROM THE )NSTITUT 
DE  2ECHERCHES  SUR  LA  #ATALYSE  ET  L´%NVIRONNEMENT  DE  ,YON 
)2#%,9/. #.23	 5NIVERSITY  OF  ,YON  6ILLEURBANNE  & 





ACTIVATION  ENERGY  OF  THE  OXIDATION  OF  #/  IS  LOWER  THAN  THAT 
OF THE OXIDATION OF ( WHATEVER THE HYDROGEN CONTENT IN THE 
FEED /N THE OTHER HAND THE HYDROGEN PARTIAL REACTION ORDER 
IS HIGHER  IN  THE OXIDATION OF (  THAN  IN  THE OXIDATION OF #/ 
4HUS  THE  #/ OXIDATION  RATE  IS  SIGNI½CANTLY  INCREASED  AT  LOW 
TEMPERATURE  BY  THE  INTRODUCTION  OF  ONLY  A  SMALL  AMOUNTOF 




TEMPS  )T  IS  PROPOSED  THAT  HYDROGEN  REACTS  WITH  OXYGEN  TO 
YIELD HIGHLY OXIDIZING INTERMEDIATES THAT SELECTIVELY REACT WITH 






!  TWOSTAGE  HYDROTHERMAL  PROCESS  WAS  DEVELOPED  FOR  THE 
SYNTHESIS  OF  HIGHLY  DISPERSED  !U  COLLOIDS  )N  THE  ½RST  STAGE 





USED  IN  THE  NEXT  STEP  TO  SYNTHESIZE  HIGHLY  DISPERSED  GOLD 
!U	  COLLOIDS  BY  HYDROTHERMAL  TREATMENT  WITH  (!U#L  4HE 




!U  PARTICLES  THAT  COULD  BE  REPEATEDLY  PRECIPITATED  AND 
REDISPERSED WITH  THE  TEMPLATE  IN (/ AND WERE  ALSO  STABLE 
AGAINST HEATING BELOW O#	 AND AGING -EANWHILE THE 
H  AND  H  TREATED  TEMPLATES  HAD  MUCH  POORER  TEMPLATING 
EFFECTS TO !U SPECIES LEADING TO SEVERE AGGREGATION OF THE !U 
COLLOIDS IMMOBILIZED ON THEM 4HE VARIOUS TEMPLATING EFFECTS 
WERE  CORRELATED  TO  THE  DIFFERENT  STRUCTURAL  FEATURES  OF  THE 
TEMPLATES #OMPARED TO THE  OR H TREATED TEMPLATES THAT 
WERE DEEPLY CARBONIZED  THE H  TREATED  TEMPLATE WAS ONLY 
SLIGHTLY  CARBONIZED  THUS  POSSESSING  A  LOT  OF  FUNCTIONAL  AND 
HYDROPHILIC /CONTAINING GROUPS THAT COULD BIND TO !U SPECIES 
4HESE  DIFFERENCES  IN  TEMPLATING  ABILITY  WERE  ALSO  OBSERVED 
IN  THE  !U  SAMPLES  PREPARED  BY  THE  SONICATIONASSISTED 
METHOD  4HE  HIGHLY  DISPERSED  !U  COLLOIDS  IMMOBILIZED  ON 
THE  H  TREATED  TEMPLATE  WERE  TESTED  FOR  #/  OXIDATION 




4HE  EFFECT  OF  P(  ON  THE  ADHESION  OF  SILICA  AND  POLYSTYRENE 




4HE  5NIVERSITY  OF  "IRMINGHAM  %DGBASTON  "IRMINGHAM  5+ 
4HIN  3OLID  &ILMS    	    4HE  3!-S  STUDIED 
WERE DODECANETHIOL  MERCAPTOUNDECANOIC  ACID  AND  AN 
ORIGINAL PYRIDINETERMINATED  3!- !DHESION OF NANOPARTICLES 








%NHANCED  ¾UORESCENCE  FROM  2HODAMINE  "  2"	  MIXED 
WITH  !U  COLLOIDS  WAS  OBSERVED  UNDER  56  IRRADN 
3PECTROSCOPIC  STUDIES  SHOW  THAT  WITH  THE  INCREASING  GOLD 
COLLOIDS  CONTENT  THE  ¾UORESCENCE  OF  2"  AT  ABOUT    NM 
INCREASES  ½RSTLY  AND  THEN  DECREASES  WITH  SLIGHT  RED  SHIFT 
*  :HU  +  :HU  ,G  (UANG  FROM  THE  3CHOOL  OF  3CIENCE 
8I´AN  *IAOTONG  5NIVERSITY  8I´AN  0EOP  2EP  #HINA  0HYSICS 
,ETTERS  !    	    4HESE  FEATURES  OBSERVED 
IN  THE  EXPT  CAN  BE  EXPLAINED  BY  THE  LOCAL  ELEC  ½ELD 
ENHANCEMENT  VIA  SURFACE  PLASMON  RESONANCE  302	  OF  !U 
NANOPARTICLES  &LUORESCENCE  ENHANCEMENT  IS  OBTAINED 
WHEN  THE  EMISSION  FREQUENCY  OF  2"  LIES  WITHIN  THE 
BANDWIDTH  OF  LOCAL  ½ELD  ENHANCEMENT  FROM  !U 
NANOPARTICLES  4HEORETICAL  CALCULATIONS  RESULTS  SHOW  THAT 
THE  LOCAL  ½ELD  BAND  RED  SHIFTS  OBVIOUSLY  WITH  INCREASE  THE 
THICKNESS  OF  DYE  SHELL  WHICH  CAPPED  ON  !U  PARTICLE 
WHEREAS  THE  ¾UORESCENCE  BAND  OF  2"  IS  ½XED 
AROUND    NM  4HEREFORE  THE  RED  SHIFT  AND 
NONMONOTONIC  CHANGE  OF  ¾UORESCENCE  INTENSITY  FROM  2" 








$IRECTIONALLY  SOLIDI½ED  .I!L2E  EUTECTIC  ALLOYS  CAN  BE 
EMPLOYED AS SUBSTRATES FOR THE FORMATION OF GOLD NANO AND 
MICROELECTRODES  BY  ELECTRODEPOSITION  OF  THIS  METAL  IN  THE 
NANO½BERS  PRESENT  IN  THE  EUTECTIC  STRUCTURE  "  2ODRIGUEZ 
!  (ASSEL  -AX0LANCK)NSTITUT  FUER  %ISENFORSCHUNG  'MB( 
$UESSELDORF  'ERMANY  *OURNAL  OF  THE  %LECTROCHEMICAL 
3OCIETY    	  +  !N  INITIAL  POLARIZATION  OF  THE 
EUTECTIC IS REQUIRED IN ORDER TO PASSIVATE THE .I!L MATRIX AND 
THUS  CON½NE  THE  ELECTRODEPOSITION  PROCESS  TO  THE  ½BROUS 
PHASE  4HE  EFFECT  OF  THE  APPLIED  POLARIZATION  POTENTIAL  AS 
WELL AS THE DURATION OF THE TREATMENT WERE  INVESTIGATED AND 
RELATED  TO  THE  NUCLEATION  PROCESS  DURING  ELECTRODEPOSITION 
)T  WAS  FOUND  THAT  POLARIZATION  AT  LOW  ANODIC  POTENTIALS   
6	  RESULTED  IN  A  POOR  PASSIVATION  OF  THE  .I!L  MATRIX  THUS 
YIELDING  GOLD  DEPOSITS  RANDOMLY  DISTRIBUTED  OVER  THE WHOLE 
SURFACE OF THE SAMPLE 0OLARIZATION AT HIGH ANODIC POTENTIALS 
 6	  IS ESSENTIAL  TO ENSURE  THAT  THE MATRIX  IS  FULLY PASSIVE 
WITH THE ½BROUS PHASE REMAINING AS THE ONLY ELECTROCHEMICAL 
ACTIVE  AREA  4HE  IMPEDANCE  MEASUREMENTS  CARRIED  OUT 
ON  THE  SAMPLES  AFTER  POLARIZATION  AT    6  FOR  LONGER 
TIME  INTERVALS  SHOWED  A  DECREASE  IN  RESISTANCE  AFTER  A 
SUF½CIENTLY  LONG  PASSIVATION  ATTRIBUTED  TO  THE  FORMATION 
OF  A  POROUS  OXIDE  ½LM  AND  PARTIAL  CORROSION  OF  THE  SAMPLE 
THROUGH  THE  PORES  CREATED  DURING  THE  PROCESS  4HE 
POLARIZATION  TIME MUST  THEREFORE BE  CON½NED  TO  MIN 
TO  AVOID  UNDESIRABLE  CORROSION  5NDER  THESE  CONDITIONS 
ELECTRODEPOSITION OF GOLD TAKES PLACE ALONG THE PORES LEFT BY 







MERCAPTOPROPYL	  TRIMETHOXYSILANE  SOLGEL  MODI½ED  !U 
ELECTRODES !U-043	 WERE EXAMD BY TAKING BIOL  IMPORTANT 
COMPDS  SUCH AS ASCORBIC ACID  !!	 URIC ACID  5!	 AND 
DIHYDROXYPHENYLACETIC  ACID  $/0!#	 +ALIMUTHU  0ALRAJ  *OHN 
3 !BRAHAM FROM THE $EPARTMENT OF #HEMISTRY 'ANDHIGRAM 












SOLGEL  ½LM  SHOW  THE  ABSORPTION MAX  AROUND    NM  AND 
  NM  RESPECIALLY  INDICATING  THAT  THE  IMMOBILIZED  !U.0S 
WERE  NOT  AGGREGATED  IN  THE  SOLGEL  NETWORK  4HE  !U.0S 
IMMOBILIZED  !U-043  ELECTRODES  SUCCESSFULLY  RESOLVE  THE 
OXIDATION  PEAKS  OF  !!  AND  5!  IN  -  PHOSPHATE  BUFFER 
SOLUTIONP(  	  WHEREAS  BARE  !U  ELECTRODE  FAILS  TO  RESOLVE 
THE OXIDATION PEAKS OF THEM 4HE PEAK SEPN BETWEEN !! AND 
5! WAS  IDENTICAL   M6	  IRRESPECIALLY OF  THE SIZE OF !U.0S 
THOUGH THE OXIDATION POTENTIALS OF THEM WERE SHIFTED TO MORE 
POS POTENTIALS &URTHER THE DETECTION LIMIT OF  N- $/0!# 







MULTILAYER  SYSTEM  CONSISTING  OF  )NX/Y.Z  THIN  ½LMS  AND 
!UNANOCLUSTERS  !  3CHLEUNITZ  (  3TEFFES  2  #HABICOVSKY 
%  /BERMEIER  "%339  'MB(  !PPLICATION  #ENTER  FOR 
-ICROENGINEERING "ERLIN 'ERMANY 3ENSORS AND !CTUATORS " 
#HEMICAL  "	   4HIS SYSTEM SHOWS A REVERSIBLE 














4HE  AUTHORS  DEMONSTRATE  AN  ORG MEMORYTRANSISTOR  DEVICE 
BASED  ON  A  PENTACENE!U  NANOPARTICLES  ACTIVE  LAYER  # 
.OVEMBRE  $  'UERIN  +  ,MIMOUNI  #  'AMRAT  $  6UILLAUME 
#%!3ACLAY  ,)34,#%  !DVANCED #OMPUTER  4ECHNOLOGIES  AND 




MONOLAYER  5NDER  THE  APPLICATION  OF  WRITING  AND  ERASING 
PULSES ON THE GATE LARGE THRESHOLD VOLTAGE SHIFT  6	 AND ON
OFF DRAIN CURRENT RATIO OF APPRX TIMES  WERE OBTAINED 
4HE  HOLE  ½ELDEFFECT  MOBILITY  OF  THE  TRANSISTOR  IS  SIMILAR 
IN  THE  ON  AND  OFF  STATES  FACTOR  OF  	  #HARGE  RETENTION 







.ANOSTRUCTURES  FORMED BY GOLD  CLUSTERS  AND ZINC OXIDE  THIN 
½LMS  HAVE  BEEN  SYNTHESIZED  BY  MEANS  OF  TWO  STEP  PULSED 
LASER  DEPOSITION  :INC  AND  GOLD  TARGETS  WERE  SUBSEQUENTLY 
SUBMITTED  TO  PULSES  GENERATED  BY  AN  56  +R&
  LAMBDA 
    NM  
AU&7(-  SIMEQ    NS  NU      (Z	  EXCIMER 
AS WELL  AS  A  FREQUENCY  TRIPLED .D9!'  LAMBDA     NM 

AUAPPRX  NS	  LASER  SOURCES  %  'YORGY  !  'IANNOUDAKOS 




OF  THE  OBTAINED  NANOSTRUCTURES  HAVE  BEEN  CORRELATED  WITH 
THEIR  SURFACE  MORPHOLOGY  DETECTED  IN  TURN  BY  THE  GROWTH 
PARAMETERS  4HE  OBTAINED  RESULTS  PROVED  THE  POSSIBILITY  TO 
TAILOR  THE  GOLDZINC  OXIDE  NANOSTRUCTURES  OPTICAL  PROPERTIES 
BY THE PROPER CHOICE OF THE NO OF  LASER PULSES USED FOR THE 
ABLATION  OF  THE  GOLD  TARGETS  4HE  TUNABLE  OPTICAL  FEATURES 
IN THE VISIBLE NEAR  )2 SPECTRAL REGION ALLOW FOR THE DESIGN OF 





#OMPOSITE  NANOPARTICLES  WERE  PREPARED  AND  CHARACTERIZED 
AS  A  SUSTAINED  DELIVERY  SYSTEM  FOR  PACLITAXEL  AN  ANTICANCER 
DRUG  'OLD  NANOPARTICLES  WERE  USED  AS  BUILDING  BLOCKS  FOR 
CONSTRUCTING THE COMPOSITE NANOPARTICLES + /H 2 +IM * ,EE $ 
+IM 3 #HO 3 9UK FROM THE $EPARTMENT OF !DVANCED -ATERIALS 
(ANNAM  5NIVERSITY  $AEJEON  3  +OREA  *OURNAL  OF  !PPLIED 




AND  56VISIBLE  WERE  USED  TO  OBSERVE  THE  FORMATION  OF  THE 
COMPOSITE NANOPARTICLES &OR THE APPLICATION OF THE COMPOSITE 
NANOPARTICLES AS A DRUG CARRIER PACLITAXEL WAS LOADED INTO THE 
COMPOSITE  NANOPARTICLES  AND  THE  DRUGRELEASE  PATTERN  WAS 
OBSERVED  !TTACHING  FOLIC  ACID  ON  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  USING 




$ESPITE  THE  LARGE  NO  OF  ARTICLES  AND  PATENTS  DEALING  WITH 
PENICILLIN  AND  OTHER  BETALACTAM  ANTIBIOTICS  THERE  WERE 
NO  REPORTS  ABOUT  THE  SELFASSEMBLY  OF  SUCH  SUBSTANCES  AS 
MONOLAYERS  ON  GOLD  SURFACES  ,  $REESEN#  3ILIEN  #  6OLCKE 
9  3ARTENAER  0  4HIRY  !  0EREMANS  *  'RUGIER  *  -ARCHAND
"RYNAERT ! "RANS 3 'RUBISIC " *ORIS FROM THE ,ABORATOIRE DE 
3PECTROSCOPIE  -OLECULAIRE  DE  3URFACE  5NIVERSITY  OF  .AMUR 
.AMUR "ELGIUM #HEM0HYS#HEM  	  4HE MAIN 
REASON  STEMS  FROM  THE  HIGH  REACTIVITY  OF  THE  BETALACTAM 
RING  WHICH  HINDERS  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  MOLS  POSSESSING 
THIS  ENTITY  TOGETHER  WITH  A  METALANCHORING  FUNCTION 
(EREIN  THE  AUTHORS  PRESENT  THE  SYNTHESIS  OF  A  NOVEL  MOL 
;23	DITHIOLANYL	PENTANOYLAMINO=PENICILLANIC 
ACID  $40!	  WHICH  COMBINES  THE  BETALACTAM  RING  AND 
A  METALANCHORING  GROUP  5SING  SPECTROSCOPIC  TOOLS  THE 
AUTHORS  DEMONSTRATE  THE  CHEMISORPTION  OF  THIS  COMPD  ON 
GOLD AS SELFASSEMBLED MONOLAYERS WITHOUT ANY ALTERATION OF 
THE  PENICILLIN  PHARMACOPHORE  AND  DOCUMENT  ITS  REACTIVITY 















RESOLUTION3%-  INCLUDING  ELECTRONBACKSCATTERED  DIFFRACTION 
WAS  USED  TO  PROVIDE  A  CRYSTALLOG  ANALYSIS  INCLUDING  GRAIN 
ORIENTATION MAPS OF THE STUDIED ½LMS -EMBRANE DE¾ECTION 
EXPTS WERE  USED  TO  PERFORM  THE MICROSCALE  TENSILE  TESTING 










COVERAGE  )-#	 DE½NED AS  THE PERCENTAGE OF  THE  TOTAL AREA 
ON  WHICH  GOLD  ALUMINIDE  COMPDS  ARE  FORMED  BY  REACTION 
BETWEEN  THE  GOLD  BALL  AND  ALUMINUM  ALLOY  METALIZATION 
DURING  THERMOSONIC  BONDING  &  7ULFF  #  "REACHFROM  THE 
-ATERIALS    !PPLICATIONS  #ENTRE  +ULICKE  AND  3OFFA  3%!	 
0TE  ,TD3INGAPORE  3INGAPORE 'OLD "ULLETIN  ,ONDON 5NITED 
+INGDOM	  	  	    )-#  MEASUREMENT 
COMPLEMENTS  MECH  MEASUREMENTS  SUCH  AS  BALL  PULL  AND 







THERMAL  PROCESSING  OF  BONDED  DEVICES  AND  MAY  RESULT  IN 
MECHANICAL  AND  ELECTRICAL  MALFUNCTION  AND  FAILURE  /PTICAL 
MICROSCOPY OF THE UNDERSIDE OF BALLBONDS IS OFTEN USED TO DET 










FAR  KNOWN  UBIQUITOUS  ALKANETHIOLATEPROTECTED  GOLD  CLUSTERS 
WITH  COREMASSES  OF    AND    K$A  WERE  ASSESSED  USING 
ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION MASS SPECTROMETRY . #HAKI 9 .EGISHI 
( 4SUNOYAMA 9 3HICHIBU 4 4SUKUDA $EPARTMENT OF -ATERIALS 
-OLECULAR  3CIENCE  )NSTITUTE  FOR -OLECULAR  3CIENCE  -YODAIJI 
/KAZAKI  *APAN *OURNAL OF THE !MERICAN #HEMICAL 
3OCIETY    	    4HE    AND    K$A  CLUSTERS 
WERE DETD TO BE COMPOSED OF SINGLE SPECIES ;!U3#N	=Z 
AND  ;!U3#N	=Z  RESPECIALLY  WITH  CHARGE  STATES  OF  Z 
GTOREQ    0OSSIBLE  GEOMETRIC  STRUCTURES  FOR  !U3#N	 
AND  !U3#N	  ARE  DISCUSSED  BASED  ON  THE  STRUCTURES 




AND  CHEM  ROBUSTNESS  ARE  PROPOSED  AS  BEING  ASSOCIATED 
WITH  HIGH  STABILITY  DUE  TO  GEOMETRIC  FACTORS  WHILE  THE 





!  METHOD  IS  DESCRIBED  FOR  THE  GROWTH  OF  GOLD  NANOWIRES 
AND  NANOPLATES  STARTING  FROM  A  BILAYER  ARRAY  OF  GOLD  SEEDS 
ANCHORED ON ELEC CONDUCTING INDIUM TIN OXIDE )4/	 SUBSTRATES 
0  3AJANLAL  4  0RADEEP  FROM  THE  $34  5NIT  ON  .ANOSCIENCE 
$34  5.3	  $EPARTMENT  OF  #HEMISTRY  AND  3OPHISTICATED 
!NALYTICAL  )NSTRUMENT  &ACILITY  )NDIAN  )NSTITUTE  OF 
4ECHNOLOGY  -ADRAS  #HENNAI      )NDIA  *OURNAL  OF 
#HEMICAL  3CIENCES  "ANGALORE  )NDIA	    	   
4HIS  IS  BASED  ON  A  SEEDMEDIATED  GROWTH  APPROACH 
WHERE  THE  NANOPARTICLES  ATTACHED  ON  THE  SUBSTRATE 
THROUGH  MOL  LINKAGES  ARE  CONVERTED  TO  NANOWIRES 
AND  NANOPLATES  AT  CERTAIN  #4!"  CONCENTRATION 
4HE MODI½ED  APPROACH  CAN  BE  USED  TO MAKE  NANOWIRES  OF 
SEVERAL TENS OF MICROMETERS LENGTH AT A LOWER #4!" CONCENTRATION 
OF    -  4HE  LENGTH  OF  THE  NANOWIRES  CAN  BE  VARIED  BY 
ADJUSTING  THE  TIME  OF  THE  REACTION  !S  THE  CONCENTRATION 







BY  LINKING  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  TO  PROTECTED  ORGANOMETALLIC 
0D))	  THIOLATE  &  6ITALE  2  6ITALIANO  #  "ATTOCCHIO  )  &RATODDI 
%  0ISCOPIELLO  ,  4APFER  -  2USSO  FROM  THE  $EPARTMENT  OF 
#HEMISTRY  5NIVERSITY  OF  2OMA  ±3APIENZA²  2OME   
)TALY  *OURNAL  OF  /RGANOMETALLIC  #HEMISTRY  	  	 
 4HE ORGANOMETALLIC PROTECTED 0D))	 THIOLATE IE TRANS
THIOACETATE  ETHYNYLPHENYLBISTRIBUTYLPHOSPHINE	PALLADIUM))	 
HAS  BEEN  SYNTHESIZED  IN  SITU  DEPROTECTED  AND  LINKED  TO !U 
NANOPARTICLES  )N  THIS  WAY  NEW  HYBRID  WITH  A  DIRECT  LINK 
BETWEEN 0D))	 AND !U NANOPARTICLES THROUGH A SINGLE 3 BRIDGE 
HAS  BEEN  ISOLATED  4HE  COMBINATION  OF  THE  ORGANOMETALLIC 
0D))	  THIOL WITH GOLD NANOPARTICLES  ALLOWS  THE  ENHANCEMENT 
AND  TAILORING  OF  ELECTRONIC  AND  OPTICAL  PROPERTIES  OF  THE 
NEW  ORGANICINORGANIC  NANOCOMPOUND  3INGLECRYSTAL  GOLD 
NANOPARTICLES  UNIFORM  IN  SHAPE  AND  SIZE WERE  OBTAINED  BY 
APPLYING  A  MODI½ED  TWOPHASE  METHOD  IMPROVED  "RUST





!  REVIEW  BY  (  9AO  FROM  THE  'RADUATE  3CHOOL  OF  -ATERIAL 
3CIENCE 5NIVERSITY OF (YOGO  +OTO +AMIGORICHO !KO
GUN  (YOGO  *APAN  #URRENT  .ANOSCIENCE    	     
)N  RECENT  YEARS  INCREASING  ATTENTION  HAS  BEEN  PAID  FOR  THE 
CONSTRUCTION  OF  OPTICALLY  ACTIVE  NANOMATERIALS  )N  PARTICULAR 
MONOLAYERPROTECTED GOLD NANOCLUSTERS ARE ATTRACTIVE FOR SUCH 
SYSTEMS 4O DATE OPTICALLY ACTIVE GOLD NANOCLUSTERS HAVE BEEN 
PREPARED  BY  USING  CHIRAL  ADSORBATES  OR  SURFACE  MODI½ERS 
)N  GENERAL  TWO MAJOR  EXPLANATIONS  HAVE  BEEN  PROPOSED  TO 
INTERPRET  THE OPTICAL  ACTIVITY  4HE ½RST  ASSUMES A CHIRAL  CORE 
AS A RESULT OF LATTICE DISTORTION CAUSED BY THE ADSORBATE 4HE 
OTHER INVOLVES AN A CHIRAL CORE WITH CHIRALITY INDUCED BY A CHIRAL 








*IGGING  AND  CENTRIFUGAL  CONCENTRATIONPROCESSES  AS  WELL  AS 
¾OTATION WITH AEROSOL GASEOUS PHASE USED AS MIXTUREOF WATER 
VAPOR AND AIR WITH ADMIXTUREOF AEROSOLFORMING FROTHER AGENT	 






!  0AN´SHIN -INING -ETAL  )NST  OF .ORTHERN  #AUCASUS  3TATE 





'OLD  AND  SILVER  ARE  RECOVERED  FROM  THE  EXHAUSTED  DROSS 
GENERATED DURING THE RE½NING OF GOLD THROUGH THE APPLICATION 






ONTO  ACTIVATED  CHARCOAL  4HE  LOADED  CARBON  IS  INCINERATED 









4HE  TITLE  METHOD  COMPRISES  THE  STEPS  OF  	  PREPARING 
EXTRACTION  SOLUTIONP(  	  FROM  INDUSTRIALGRADE  SODIUM 
BROMATE    SODIUM  CHLORIDE    SULFURIC  ACID  
  AND  WATER  	  MIXING  WITH  CRUSHED  OXIDIZED  GOLD  ORE 
SULFUR  CONTENT  	  AND  TORRE½ED  GOLD  CONC  GRANULE 
SIZES    MM	  IN  AN  EXTRACTIONCONTAINER  WITH  A 
STIRRER  TO  OBTAIN  SLURRY  WITH  A  CONCENTRATIONOF    AND 
EXTRACTING  AT  NORMAL  TEMPERATURE  AND  NORMAL  PRESSURE  FOR 
H TO OBTAIN GOLDCONTAINING EXT LIQ 	 ADDING POLYURETHANE 
FOAM  AND  ADSORBING  GOLD  WHILE  STIRRING  FOR  MIN 
	  TAKING  OUT  THE  FOAM  WASHING  SPINDRYING  ADDING  INTO 
 AQ  SOLUTIONOF  SODIUM  SUL½TE  O#	  DESORBING 
FOR    MIN  AND  SPINDRYING  THE  FOAM  TO  OBTAIN 
GOLDCONTG  SOLN  SEPG  TAILINGS  FROM  THE  BARREN  LIQUOR 
OBTAINED  IN  STEP    TO  OBTAIN  BARREN  LIQUOR  OF  GOLD  AND 
RETURNING  TO  STEP   FOR  PREPARING  EXTRACTIONLIQ  	  SOAKING 
THE  FOAM  SPINDRIED  IN  STEP    IN  AQ  SOLUTIONOF  INDUSTRIAL 
HYDROCHLORIC  ACID  	  FOR    MIN  AND  SPINDRYING  TO 
RECYCLE AND 	 ADDING  OXALIC ACID INTO THE GOLDCONTG 
SOLUTION  OBTAINED  IN  STEP    REDUCING  AT  O#  FOR 
MIN  TO  OBTAIN  SPONGESHAPED  GOLD  PPTG  BAKING 
AND  MELTING  TO  OBTAIN  GOLD  INGOTS  4HE  METHOD  HAS  NO 
TOXICITY  AND  HIGH  EF½CIENCY  :  ,IANG  FROM  THE  0EOPLES 






OF  GEOLOGICAL  PROSPECTING  OF  NONFERROUS  AND  NOBLE METALS 
-OSCOW  2USSIA  'ORNYI  :HURNAL    	    4HE  MAIN 
DOMESTIC  AND  FOREIGN  ACHIEVEMENTS  IN  THE  ½ELD  OF  CREATION 
AND APPLICATION OF UPTODATE ORE BENE½CIATION TECHNOLOGIES 
FOR  GOLDBEARING  ORES  ARE  REVIEWED  2ADIOMETRIC  SEPERATION 
ULTRA½NE DISINTEGRATION GRINDING	 HEAP LEACHING BIOLEACHING 






MCHGT  DEPOSIT  +RASNOYARSK  !REA	  A  POSSIBILITY  AND  THE 
CONDITIONS OF INCREASING GOLD EXTRACTIONAT THE STAGE OF CONC 
PREPARATION TO HYDROMETALLURGICAL CONVERSION ARE CONSIDERED 
BY  INTENSI½CATION  OF  MINERAL  ASSEMBLAGE  DEVELOPMENT  BY 
DISCHARGEIMPULSE METHOD 4 3TREKALOVA 6 +OROSTOVENKO FROM 
THE +AFEDRA /KHRANY 4RUDA I 0ROMYSHLENNOI %KOL )NST 4SVETN 
-ETALLOV  I  :OLOTA  &'/5  60/  ±3IB  &ED  5NIV²  +RASNOYARSK 
2USSIA  )ZVESTIYA  6YSSHIKH  5CHEBNYKH  :AVEDENII  4SVETNAYA 
-ETALLURGIYA  		    3UCH  TECHNOLOGY  ALLOWED  US  TO 
EXCLUDE  THE  GRINDING  STAGE  AFTER  ¾OTATION  OPERATION  7ITH 





%MPIRIC  EQUATION  FOR  DESCRIPTION  OF  DYNAMICS  OF  GOLD  HEAP 
LEACHING  FROM  OXIDIZED  QUARTZITE  ARE  PROPOSED  )  2UBTSOV 
FROM THE $EPARTMENT ":H$ 3TATE 5NIVERSITY OF #HITA #HITA 
2USSIA  4SVETNYE -ETALLY  -OSCOW  2USSIAN  &EDERATION	   
	  %QUATIONS FOR DETECTION OF PARAMETERS OF INTRADIFFUSION 





!  REVIEW  BY  +  !BT  'ERMANY  +ERAMISCHE  :EITSCHRIFT   
	    )N  RECENT  YEARS  GOLD  DECORATIONS  HAVE  NOT 
FOUND  FAVOR  OF  DESIGNERS  WITHIN  THE  TILE  INDUSTRY  AND 
GOLD  DECORATION  IN  GENERAL  HAS  BEEN  SOMEWHAT  OUT  OF 
FASHION  4HIS  TREND  WAS  ALSO  FOUND  IN  TABLEWARE  AND  GLASS 
DECORATION  "UT  IN    THE  ½RST  NEW  GOLD  DECORATIONS 
ON  TILES  WERE  DISPLAYED  AT  #ERSAIE  INCREASING  IN    4HE 
AUTHOR DISCUSSES THE TREND OF A COMEBACK OF GOLD DECORATION 
ON TILES 
'OLD "ULLETIN   
